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DATE
#NO ON ON
Post Code HARES
5th July 2021
2212 Bolney Stage
RH17 5RL On On Don & Anybody Seen
Directions: Take A23 North 11 miles to A272. At first roundabout take second exit onto London Rd. Pub on right
after 400 yards. Est 15 mins.
12th July 2021
2213 Bull, Shermanbury
BN5 9AD Prince Crashpian
Directions: A23 north to A281. Follow through Henfield. Pub on left just after Picnic Area. Aka Pizza hut! Est. 25 mins.
19th July 2021
2214 JAWS back garden, Five Ways
BN1 6NW JAWS & Big Jugs of Sangria
Directions: South on A23 1.7 miles, left onto Preston Drove 0.7 miles to Ditchling Rd. Est 10 mins.
Meet at Five Ways junction and the on inn will be from the hares garden
26th July 2021
2215 Eager hare required!
2nd August 2021
2216 Berwick Inn
BN26 6SZ Red Slapper & Black Stockings
Directions: Follow A27 east to Drusillas roundabout (16 miles);. Turn left, pub 1 mile on right before level crossing. 25 mins
Now meeting in groups of 30 but please still pre-book for runs on the spreadsheet located via the website at:
http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/wordpress/bh7-covid19-hashing/ scroll to: Click here to book. Please read the guidelines for
completing the spreadsheet carefully as well as any run-specific information. Select your hash handle from the drop down list or write
it in. If your name is highlighted in amber, please provide your contact details to the Covid officer. We all need to confirm we have
self assessed for Covid-19 symptoms and that we have not been asked to self-isolate for any reason. Please indicate on the sheet that
you have completed this task.
ADVANCE NOTICE: The four week delay to the roadmap has affected plans to return to normal hashing. We remain
hopeful that we can revert to full packs as from 19th July, in line with Government guidelines.
ononononononononononononononononon
Also available are solo hashes (download the Echoes app from https://explore.echoes.xyz/ on your smartphone)
you can undertake at any time. For more information, instructions and a full list of available locations go to:
http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/wordpress/sashing/
ononononononononononononononononon
Receding Hareline:
09/08/21 2217 Frankland Arms, Washington Fukarwe
16/08/21 2218 Eager hare required!
23/08/21 2219 TBA - Knightrider
30/08/21 2220 TBA - KIU
06/09/21 2221 Eager hare required!
13/09/21 2222 TBA - Bouncer & Angel - All the ducks
in a row (and Bouncers 30th anniversary of hashing!)
ononononononononononononononononon
Thought for the day: It’s coming home, it’s coming
home – hashing’s coming home!

BH7 HASH EVENTS DIARY & NOTICES
DIARY DATES – see full list of events being attended by Brighton hashers on website under Away Hashes:
06-08/08/2021 Barnes H3 Summer Ball – The Castle of Brecon hotel, Brecon – for booking: http://www.barnesh3.com
13-15/08/2021 Friday 13th THE BIG 50 Part L - Nefarious Narrations of Noisome Norwich! Pay
Pay-as-you-go weekend see p4
19-22/08/2021 Eurohash Prague – Waiting list: https://eurohashprague.com/registration
10-12/09/2021 Wessex Campout weekend – See BH7 Facebook page for details.
29/4- 1/5/2022 Trinidad, Interhash - https://www.interhashtrinidad2020.com/
25-28/8/2023 UK Nash Hash Beverley, Yorkshire – registration details in due course.
onononononononononononononononononononon
Sad news from Bumper at EGH3:
Hash mismanagement, the latest who’s who:
Dear All
Joint GM’s
Phil ‘Chopper’ Mutton
I am very sorry to have to tell you that Pete Marking died on 26th
Pete
‘Local
Knowledge’
June. He was a founder member of EGH3 and last put in a great RA
Eastwood
performance as recently as 24th May at the Diamond Hurst Green.
On-Sec
Don ‘On-Don’ Elwick
Our sincere condolences go to Pam and his family.
Webfart/
Zoom
Brent ‘Keeps It Up’ Crowle
Hi David,
Hare Raiser
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
Very sad to hear this.
Beer
Monster
Kit ‘Knightrider’ Dawson
Pete was a gentleman and we always managed a brief chat when our
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
paths crossed. Hee put up quite a fight when his health meant he was RA’s
unable to attend our 40th anniversary weekend in 2018 and we attempted
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
to refund his registration, insisting we put it towards more beer!
Hash Cash
Julia ‘JJ’ Madigan
And for its simplicity, whenever conversation moves to hash names, his is
Hash Sash
Dave ‘Dangleberry’ King
one of my favourites and I will invariably talk about Parking Meter.
Hash Trash
John ‘Bouncer’ Biggins
Please pass on Angel's and my own condolences, as well as on behalf
Haberhash
Kayleen ‘Wildbush’ Holland
of the Brighton Hash, to all his family, hash and muggle.
Hash
Horn
Matt ‘Rebel WHK’ Spencer
All the best,
Hash relay
Pete ‘Prof’ Thomas
Bouncer & Angel
Hashtorian
David ’Spreadsheet’ Evans
Message from Sara Wilce: Not sure if any of you know and I have no
idea what his hash nickname is.....but Nigel won't be running with you Christmas Hash Pat ‘Ride-It, Baby’ Morfitt
for a while as he has broken his ankle whilst........running!! He's very Hash awards
Tim ‘Lily the Pink’ Jones
bored so if anyone would like to call in to see him for a chat or send
se
Ivan ‘Fukarwe’ Lyons
him a message ...please do. Best of luck with the recovery Mudlark!
Run Stats have been updated up to #2208 (07/06/21). Welcome onto the board "Where's My Broccoli".
http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/wordpress/run
http://www.brightonhash.co.uk/wordpress/run-stats/?fbclid=IwAR27KzHi7ETTCVSAGajuUX69KsxGM2fpJ2LjivaL89c9S_j4mm_vjEZGclQ
7KzHi7ETTCVSAGajuUX69KsxGM2fpJ2LjivaL89c9S_j4mm_vjEZGclQ

onononononononononononononononononononon
nononononononononononononononononononon
From Whose Shout:
Here is an update on my current charity project. The limited print run of my painting
of the Clock Tower, Brighton has finally arrived and I am now busy signing the 50 A2
prints. If you have already asked for one please complete your purchase.
The unframed prints are £50 each, plus £5 postage if required. Once production
costs are met all profit goes to the Clock Tower Sanctuary, a small local
lo charity and
day centre for our homeless.
If others are interested, please contact me for my bank details with your contact
information.. Also please, please pass this on to your friends if you can.
Cheers. Peter
Please DM via BH7 Facebook page or request coordinates if interested.
Barnes H3 Summer Ball – The Castle of Brecon hotel, Brecon
It’s been a long haul but we’re on track to hold our Summer Ball in Brecon from 6-8
6 August.
The basic weekend starts on the Friday with a pub crawl and curry, not necessarily in that order. Saturday morning free to
roam, afternoon a trail starting and finishing at the hotel with circle in the garden. Saturday night: dinner and dancing plu
plus
other odd bits of merriment. Sunday morning hangover trail, some people
people going home, some staying an extra night.
There will also be extra activities on Thursday and Friday for people booking extra nights: more news soon.
Some of our original bookers now can’t make it owing to family weddings and whatnot so we have three double rooms
available and also a space for a girl in a shared twin room (with another girl!).
If you’d like to join please complete and return the booking form (available on request).
Caroline/ Fetherlite
BH7 2222 weekend – You may have heard mutterings about us hosting another hash weekend. Although not off the table completely,
the plans have been disrupted by lifting of restrictions being delayed, with the result that Wessex H3 have re
re-scheduled their campout,
which a few of us are attending, to the planned weekend. Hopefully we will have more constructive information by the next trash!
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The double entendre

The one-track mind

Some simple misunderstandings

For anyone unfamiliar with Friday 13th H3, the basic premise is a trail based around stories of past
horrors, the stories usually featuring fairly gruesome re-enactments with copious amounts of tomato
ketchup and other props, so can indeed get very messy, but are at the same time enormous fun.

I've decided to kill off a few characters in a book I'm writing. That should liven up my autobiography!
I've joined a new online dating agency for arsonists! They send me new matches every week.
When I was in Australia I got bitten by a black widow. To be fair, it was probably my fault for disrupting the funeral.

REHASHING the BIRTHDAY HASH!

Plough, Pyecombe - It all started with Fukarwe, who volunteered as hare, rang the pub and secured the booking for our
first 30 pack in over a year. Somehow Ride-It, Baby then got roped in as co-hare, Dangleberry offered to assist, and
before we knew it, Fukarwe had shed responsibility and Dangleberry was now lead hare! Although this was his first
numbered BH7 trail, his experience is evident from the many Sash trails now available (see solo
sound hash linkselsewhere), but he always finds an extra angle such as the Mad March Hare
hash for W&NK H3 last year. Tonight would be no
exception, marking the clubs 43rd birthday, so hats were
provided for everybody for the trail and we even had
birthday cake for the après. This date would normally be in
the domain of Local Knowledge but Covid issues will defer
that for the time being. A couple of quick group photos,
being careful to avoid more than 30 in one, given that
there was both a runners pod and walkers pod so our
booking actually went to 6 x 6 at the pub, and hare set us
off with hearty news of a relatively short trail. The walkers map showed an early loop-the-loop which turned out to be
the SDW crossing east to head west just south of the A23 before heading north up Pyecombe Street, however, we soon
found ourselves estranged from the main walkers pod who were running. Then, after Local Knowledge and Sangria
determined to reach the summit of Wolstonbury, we were soon down to three, bizarrely, since it was now no longer
necessary to pod in sixes! Cutting along the side track we saw the runners below us on the inner escarpment sheep trail,
scene of an all natural fish hook on the Plough sash that covered some of the same ground, but had no chance of
catching up on the on-inn even though their route took them home via Rockrose
farm. It was good to welcome Flashing Johnny from EGH3, choosing us due to the
distance away of their r*n, and also Slash Gordon finally making it after his name
appeared on the last half dozen booking sheets, but neither were there by the time
we got to circle up out the front, as the presence of You Stupid Bastard meant we
weren’t permitted the back terrace. Also making an early exit were Sticky Balls and I
Need One who had both been vaccinated earlier in the day, then spent the
afternoon in a pub garden before the hash so you can’t blame them but that blew
half my options! Nae worries, we still had the hare and RiB, followed rapidly by the
flake, Fukarwe. It was a rousing welcome to new boot Scott who seems to have all
the right qualities to become a truly great hasher, before moving on to one who
definitely has, as One Erection was reunited with his lost tankard from Come Agains
garden party.
Much had been
made of the
missing Numpty
mug believed to
be in the hands of Just Elle or Lily, so the latter
stepped up to talk about the SDW relay and drink
the last of the beer, following which Ride-It Baby
confessed he’d passed it to her at the Christmas
hash! Before closing the circle a rousing cheer was
offered to Chopper and Local Knowledge who’ve
kept us going all these years, just so we can say
week-after-week - that was another great hash!

FOOTBALL BANTER & the Euros so far…

Fantastic rollout – 76% of adults over the age of 40 have now been offered the Tottenham Hotspur managers job.

As two England players go into quarantine, Harry Kane is praised for his self-isolating in the games against Croatia and Scotland.

REHASHING ctd.
White Hart, Lower Horsebridge – Some hares give their all to set an interesting and imaginative
trail for the hash. Others shed blood in their efforts. And others, such as our hares this evening,
go out on a limb dislocating a shoulder while reccying! No surprise that Bushsquatter fell over
but she’s sturdily built and made it back to the pub before her unsolicited trip to A&E. So it was a
few weeks in the making but we finally found ourselves mustering up in the car park by the
green to find, to our very great delight, that Pompette had managed to find a small window in
her care of our lovely but deteriorating friend, Airman Bob, to join us on the walkers trail. Sadly
there was no walkers map as Bushsquatter was determined to keep us together, which is
probably a good thing given Wildbush’s determination to charge off and abandon the rest, which
did once again happen briefly tonight as we were
saying our farewells to Pompette a short distance in,
as conscience got the better of her. The downside is
that I have no idea where we went compared to the
r*nners trail which crossed the A267, headed north to
Boggy Wood (no relation), returned down through
Perryland and Hackhurst farms, and the Caldicotts for
a last few meanderings before a mostly road return.
We were overhauled by the r*nners at one point so must’ve been fairly close,
and also had a lovely lady with a ‘harmless’ dog wishing she could have shown
us her piglets. At the pub we had a small outside area to sit and enjoy the very
cheap victuals and trail stories, some of which missed being converted into
down downs by the early exit of the perpetrators, such as Hot Fuzz’s three
times running the walkers trail and refusing to be persuaded back;
Dangleberry and Rebel’s concrete diversion; and Roaming Pussy, who’d
been lumbered with Gascock’s dog Monty, getting muddled between
Monty Don and Monty Python. Those who did get a mention were of
course the hares Cliffwanger and Bushsplatter, the former getting a
second for entrapment sending the FRB’s on a pointless zig-zag course
and being joined by his remaining victim, Dangleberry; Keeps It Up
who’d got his metric and imperial confused running a 35 mile trail
(52km) event the day before, as well as Wildbush for stepping out so
enthusiastically she even managed to lead the hare off trail.
Recognising that he’s unlikely to get much further use from them,
Airman had sent along for distribution a number of his old haberhash
jackets etc. to make a poignant end to another great hash.
onononononononononononononononononononon
The Euros knockout stages, and England’s defeat of Germany prompts meme overload:
If you speak to a German football fan today, don’t mention ze VAR!

All my German friends have blocked me since Germany’s exit from the Euros! My phone is now completely Hans free.

I bought the 2020 Euros sticker album and was surprised to see the Italian coach pictured wearing a one-piece
bathing costume. It was the Panini Mancini Mankini.

Tamebush funnies looks at pets

This morning I saw a neighbour talking to her cat and she obviously thought the cat understood. I told my dog, oh how we laughed.

My email password just got hacked. That’s the third time I’ve had to rename the cat.

Day 271 at home and the dog is looking at me like, “See? This is why I chew the furniture!”

REHASHING ctd. – a brace of fictional accounts:
Ruby, Coldean – Back when it was the Hikers Rest this pub had a certain reputation
which meant there was no way the hash were going there. I missed this one as I had
a visitor I was unable to persuade along, and sadly no-one else has offered a review
or even photos, which may well be down to that historical perception of the place,
but leaves me with a problem when it comes to the run review. If I’d been quicker off
the mark Angel would have helped me out, but not even the website contains a GPX
route file so I tried stalking various hashers usually reliable for putting their r*ns on
Facebook, again to no avail, which is a great shame as these hares are always great
fun! So here are the secret’s I have gleaned from Strava and word of mouth – the
trail, in search of a secret field, went anti-clockwise round the bottom of Coldean
wood and over the bridge into Stanmer Park, looping high to the north then down
towards the entrance and through the University. Wriggling along the eastern edge
to dogleg round the top of the
accommodation blocks it went north at the observatory ruin, turning at
the dew pond to pass the top of the village then back up to Old Boat
Corner to re-cross the A27 and return through the woods. No-one did
anything silly, which is a shame as the hares had negotiated down down
beer, then everyone sat and waited and waited for service, which was
slow but delivered with a smile and accuracy. The backroom was set
aside and featured a wall full of old records which were played on
request, with Whose Shout marking his return to the hash by being first
up! Oh and the secret of the secret field remains a secret because
Bosom Boy said, with astounding logic, that if he told the pack which one
it was it would no longer be a secret. Sounds like another great hash but
keep it a secret that we were there!

When someone says “stop living in the past” I say, “but the music was so much better back then.”
Fox and Hounds, Haywards Heath – Once again I was unable to make the run, have received little or no feedback and
there is no map on the website, so I shall have to make it up. Well mostly, as I can comment on the madness of pubs that
not only insist on pre-booking, but expect to know what comestibles your esurience may crave post-perambulation.
Thankfully, I Need One came good when she heard I needed one or two photos to flesh out the usual waffle, and Off
With Her Head posted the Strava on
Facebook (but not on the hash site, no, I
had to stalk her to find it!), and Angel’s
unreliable memory dragged out the
snippet that it was again anti-clockwise as
Fox Hill was closed and Psychlepath
wanted to run down it while there was no
traffic, as opposed to his usual reason that
we always go that way! The trail was
muddy early on as pack headed out towards
Slugwash Lane, then north on Colwell Lane
to cross the A272 and on towards Lyoth
Lane, finishing after the dogshit alley behind
the houses in Franklands Village with some road relief via a wriggle through the hospital. Ageism by stealth caused a few to
have problems getting served as the move to ‘customer comes last’ gains momentum, but otherwise another great hash!

IN THE NEWS:
BREAKING: United Kingdom announce formation of Eurovision Super League.

TRAVEL NEWS: We can only visit countries that votes for us in the Eurovision song contest.

IN THE NEWS part 2 - HANCOCKS HALF HOUR…

Fun fact! If you add Matt Hancock as a friend on Facebook, there’s a 50% chance you could win a government contract!

Tom Peck: It’s been hours now and am still struggling to understand how there can exist, on Earth, an animal
passion for Matt Hancock so strong that it cannot be suppressed in the middle of the office on a workday afternoon.

After Matt Hancock is accused of having an affair, lying to everyone and
being ‘fucking hopeless’, bookies make him odds-on favourite for next PM.

Your PC free round up of the worst of the last months memes and more:

When it’s Father’s day…
Why does the bride always wear white? Because it's good for the dishwasher to match the stove and refrigerator.

My wife’s had her first jab. If she doesn’t shut up when the football is on, she’s going to get a second!

I was watching the Euros when the missus says 'Fancy a shag babe?'. I said 'After the game love'. She said 'You do realise that
you can record it?'. I said 'Nice, you set up the camcorder, I'll come upstairs and join you when the footy finishes'

